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This work studies the influence of crystallographic alignment onto magnetization reversal in

partially epitaxial Co films. A reproducible growth sequence was devised that allows for the

continuous tuning of grain orientation disorder in Co films with uniaxial in-plane anisotropy by the

controlled partial suppression of epitaxy. While all stable or meta-stable magnetization states

occurring during a magnetic field cycle exhibit a uniform magnetization for fully epitaxial samples,

non-uniform states appear for samples with sufficiently high grain orientation disorder.

Simultaneously with the occurrence of stable domain states during the magnetization reversal, we

observe a qualitative change of the applied field angle dependence of the coercive field. Upon

increasing the grain orientation disorder, we observe a disappearance of transient domain wall

propagation as the dominating reversal process, which is characterized by an increase of the

coercive field for applied field angles away from the easy axis for well-ordered epitaxial samples.

Upon reaching a certain disorder threshold level, we also find an anomalous magnetization

reversal, which is characterized by a non-monotonic behavior of the remanent magnetization and

coercive field as a function of the applied field angle in the vicinity of the nominal hard axis. This

anomaly is a collective reversal mode that is caused by disorder-induced frustration and it can be

qualitatively and even quantitatively explained by means of a two Stoner-Wohlfarth particle

model. Its predictions are furthermore corroborated by Kerr microscopy and by Brillouin light

scattering measurements. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4867001]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetization reversal of thin films has been an active

research area during the past decades, both in theoretical1–12

and experimental4,13–57 studies. Hereby, a large number of

experimental works have been performed using ultra-thin

films of only a few atomic layer thickness4,18,25,29,43 or

multilayers,37,38,41,47 including magnetically coupled multi-

layers, for which interesting and relevant collective phenom-

ena occur.29 For instance, the antiferromagnetic coupling of

two ferromagnetic thin films across a nonferromagnetic metal-

lic layer can result in strongly field-dependent magnetic states,

which also leads to the well-known giant-magneto-

resistance58–60 effect. Other examples are the exchange bias

phenomenon as the result of an interface interaction in

between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic layers23,31,56

and the exchange spring effect, which is the collective behav-

ior of interface-coupled hard and soft ferromagnetic thin

films.21,46,61 On the other hand, many studies have been per-

formed for the purpose of analyzing the magnetization rever-

sal mechanism in individual ferromagnetic films, including

magnetic alloy films.20,22,26,28,36,42,44,45,49,51,52,55,57 Hereby,

many works have been focused on alloys made from 4d/5d

transition metals and 3d elemental ferromagnets14,26,42,49 or

alloys of 4f elements with 3d elemental ferromagnets.17,22,55

These types of alloys, besides having other interesting fea-

tures, can lead to large magnetocrystalline anisotropies14 as

well as to unconventional magnetic phase transitions as a

function of temperature.42 In conjunction with these atomistic

or nano-scale effects, it is important to understand the physics

of magnetization reversal itself, in particular, because magnet-

ization reversal measurements are frequently used to charac-

terize and classify magnetic materials.

The magnetization reversal process by itself is already a

rather complex process, which is determined by the non-trivial

free energy landscape of a ferromagnet. As a consequence of

this complexity, magnetization reversal may follow different

routes,54 such as multi domain (MD) formation,20,24,30,31,39,40

coherent uniform rotation, isolated domain nucleation followed

by domain wall depinning and rapid propagation,17,49,51 or a

sequential combination of these processes. However, a com-

mon characteristic of thin films and their magnetization

reversal is that in order to minimize the magnetostatic energy,

the magnetization tries to orient within the film plane, at

least in the absence of large out-of-plane magnetocrystalline

anisotropy39 or other external driving forces. In the case of
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large out-of-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy, it has been

previously observed that it can be energetically favorable to

form complex domains, such as stripe and bubble domains

with a local magnetization component out-of-plane.24,30,39,40

Despite a large number of studies on magnetization rever-

sal in thin films, many aspects of it are still not well under-

stood because magnetization reversal is a collective

phenomenon, just like ferromagnetism itself, but in addition it

is also very strongly influenced by local property variations,

which modify the already complex energy landscape and thus

the specific reversal paths that magnetic systems can fol-

low.62,63 Due to this complexity, the vast majority of studies

has been focused on thin film systems, in which the correla-

tion length of the reversal is very long and magnetization is

reversed in a collective or uniform way. This can typically be

achieved by means of good crystalline order.4,18,21,25,42,48,51 It

is hereby important to remember that magnetic anisotropy

depends strongly on the crystallographic order64 due to the

quantum-mechanical spin-orbit interaction. Correspondingly,

magnetization orientations along certain crystallographic axes

are energetically favorable.65 Therefore, good crystalline

order samples exhibit a well-defined and homogenous

magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which leads to simpler energy

landscapes and collective magnetization reversal modes.

Films with good crystalline order are usually achieved by epi-

taxial growth on single crystal substrates, and indeed, many

“textbook” cases of rather simple and predictable magnetiza-

tion reversal behavior have been observed and classified in

such samples.4,19,51 For instance, in this type of samples, the

Stoner Wohlfarth (SW) model is widely used in order to

extract magnetocrystalline anisotropy values.19

The opposite extreme of macroscopically ordered single

crystal films, i.e., magnetically separated grains, in which every

grain follows an individual and isolated path during magnetiza-

tion reversal, has also been studied in detail.20,24,31,54,55,66 Here,

the interest is primarily motivated by technological relevance

because today’s ultra high information storage densities in mag-

netic recording are fundamentally connected to the ability of

achieving a strong localization of individual magnetization re-

versal processes.67–69 Also in this case, an accurate and predict-

able understanding of the magnetization reversal has been

achieved, specifically by means of simple averaging over large

numbers of individual grain magnetization reversals, for which

interactions can be represented as mean-field effects.3,6–8,12,54

This means that the extreme cases of diverging and nano-scale

limited magnetization reversal correlation are well understood

and can be described with high accuracy.

The intermediate range of partial magnetization corre-

lation is, however, far more difficult to understand. So,

even though many works have analyzed how different

types of local property variations affect magnetization

reversal,1,13,15,27,28,33–38,44,45,52,57,66 the complexity of the

underlying physics makes it very difficult to develop a com-

prehensive understanding of all the aspects involved. One

such example is the effect of anisotropy dispersion that has

been investigated in numerous studies.1,13,15,28,33–35,45,57

For instance, the angular dispersion impact onto perpendic-

ular media was studied in Refs. 34 and 35 by extracting ani-

sotropy dispersion angles from remanent magnetization

data and correlating these values with X-ray diffraction

(XRD) measurements. However, while in Ref. 34 the

authors found that the anisotropy dispersion angle is nar-

rower than the X-ray diffraction rocking curve width, the

study in Ref. 35 found exactly the opposite. Another exam-

ple is given by the attempt to correlate anisotropy disper-

sion with magnetization reversal for in-plane magnetized

films.1,13,15,28,33,45,57 Also in this case, a clear correlation in

between sample structure and magnetization reversal

behavior could not be established, even though some of

these works managed to correlate different magnetic prop-

erties with each other. Thus, a comprehensive and system-

atic analysis of the influence of crystallographic ordering

onto magnetization reversal, especially in the regime of a

sizable, but not diverging reversal correlation length is still

lacking despite many decades of research on magnetization

reversal in thin magnetic films.

The present work is intended to make a substantial step

forward by devising a sample fabrication scheme that allows

for a robust, reproducible, and quantifiable variation of crys-

tallographic dispersion, and by means of magnetic character-

ization measurements develop an understanding of

magnetization reversal in partially disordered thin films. To

achieve this goal, we have devised a fabrication procedure

that allows us to tune the crystallography of our samples and

thus the anisotropy dispersion degree in a well-defined man-

ner and observe its influence onto ferromagnetic properties,

and specifically the magnetization reversal process. With

this methodology, we managed to control local variations of

the crystallographic structure in a continuous fashion from

highly ordered samples, grown fully epitaxial to strongly dis-

ordered samples with limited or no texture.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we moti-

vate and introduce the specific material system chosen for

this study, as well as the procedure to modify the crystallo-

graphic order and lateral uniformity. The structural and

topographical characterizations have been performed by X-

ray diffractometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

Section III describes the macroscopic magnetization reversal

analysis of our samples, which we carried out by means of

magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE) measurements.

Hereby, we also find an anomalous magnetization reversal

behavior that occurs for partially disordered, but still aniso-

tropic samples in the vicinity of the hard axis (HA).

Specifically, this anomalous magnetization reversal behavior

is characterized by the occurrence of substantial hysteresis as

well as the non-monotonic behavior of Mr and Hc with

respect to the applied field angle as one approaches the nom-

inal hard axis. While this HA anomaly has been observed in

the previous studies, it had not been studied in detail and no

clear correlation with the crystallographic disorder level was

established. In Sec. IV, we study the origin of this anomaly

by MOKE magnetometry, MOKE microscopy, and Brillouin

light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy. While MOKE magne-

tometry and MOKE microscopy give complementary infor-

mation about average magnetization and microscopic

magnetization distributions, the BLS measures both simulta-

neously by analyzing the spin wave spectra width and posi-

tion, which in turn allows for a consistency check of all

083912-2 Idigoras et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 083912 (2014)
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experimental observations. Also, we explain and mimic the

occurrence of the anomaly with the help of a coupled two

grain SW model70 and find excellent qualitative and even

quantitative agreement in between the model simulations

and our experimental data. Section V shows our microscopic

study of the magnetization reversal process as a function of

the applied field angle, which we performed by using MOKE

microscopy. Hereby, our analysis has been focused on study-

ing how grain orientation disorder below the domain wall

length scale is related to non-uniform magnetization states.

Specifically, we have studied the stability range of non-

uniform magnetization states during magnetization reversal

for films that exhibit different levels of crystallographic

disorder and thus anisotropy dispersion. We observe a clear

correlation in between the occurrence of domain states and

the crystallographic order as well as with the angular de-

pendence of the coercive field Hc, i.e., one of the key macro-

scopic measures of magnetization reversal.

II. SAMPLE GROWTH AND STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATION

In this work, we study primarily the regime of low crys-

tallographic disorder and thus small dispersions of the ani-

sotropy. This has the advantage that one has a well-defined

reference point, namely, epitaxial single crystal films, which

have long-range crystalline coherence and correspondingly

exhibit long-range correlation of their magnetization reversal

behavior.

Furthermore, our material system selection was based

on the idea that we would utilize a film type, in which the

magnetization reversal is very strongly and directly con-

nected to the crystalline structure, so that variations in the

crystallographic order would cause clearly visible and identi-

fiable modifications of the magnetization reversal behavior.

For this reason, we chose a uniaxial material system with an

in-plane easy axis (EA). Uniaxial ferromagnetic systems

show a particularly strong change in magnetic properties and

magnetization reversal as one moves away from the crystal-

lographically defined easy axis, and the in-plane orientation

suppresses the relevance of magnetostatic interactions,

which can blur or even mask the direct impact of the crystal-

line orientation onto magnetization reversal.48

In order to achieve the desired uniaxial in-plane magnetic

anisotropy, we chose Co as the film material and selected the

(10�10) surface orientation, which has the magnetically easy

axis parallel to the [0001] crystallographic axis, lying in the

film plane. For the film growth of this reference film system,

we followed the work by Yang et al.71 and adapted their rec-

ipe to achieve optimum sample growth conditions in our ultra

high vacuum (base pressure of 10�8 Torr) sputter deposition

system. The overall growth sequence and the epitaxial rela-

tions of our base material system are shown in Fig. 1. As sub-

strates, we used Si wafers with (110) orientation. The native

oxide on the wafers was removed by using a wet hydrofluoric

acid (HF) chemical etch, which we monitored by means of

ellipsometric measurements. Specifically, a solution of 2.5%

HF in deionized water was used at room temperature for

5 min, after which the substrate was immediately transferred

into the UHV sputter system. On top of the so-prepared Si

(110) single crystal wafers, 75 nm of Ag and 50 nm of Cr

layers were deposited to facilitate the desired epitaxial growth

of the Co layer. Subsequently, Co films of 30 nm thickness

were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering onto this tem-

plate layer sequence. On top of the Co-film, 10 nm of SiO2

was RF sputtered to prevent the Co from oxidizing under am-

bient conditions. All layers were grown at room temperature

using an Ar-gas sputter pressure of 3 mTorr.

The crystallographic relationship between layers based

on the respective bulk lattices can be seen in Figs.

1(b)–1(d).71 Si has a face-centered diamond crystal structure

with a unit cell length of 0.543 nm, so that the Si (110)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the layer sequence used to obtain epitaxial growth

of Co (1010) with in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy; (b)–(d) display the

epitaxial relations between subsequent layers in the stacking sequence

Si(110)[001]/Ag(110)[001]/Cr(211)[0�11]/Co(10�10)[0001] by means of their

respective crystallographic surface unit cells.

083912-3 Idigoras et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 083912 (2014)
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crystallographic plane results in a rectangular cell with

dimensions of 0.768 nm� 0.543 nm as indicated in Fig. 1(b).

Ag has a face centered cubic (fcc) crystallographic structure

with a unit cell length of 0.409 nm, resulting in the Ag (110)

crystallographic orientation having a rectangular unit cell

with 0.578 nm� 0.409 nm dimensions [Fig. 1(b)]. Therefore,

a 2� 4 Ag (110) supercell mesh has the dimensions of

1.156 nm� 1.636 nm, which matches almost perfectly the

1.152 nm� 1.629 nm size of half a 3� 3 Si (110) supercell

mesh, resulting in a lattice mismatches of only 0.4%

along the Si (110) [001]/Ag (110) [001] direction and

0.35% along the Si (110) [1�10]/Ag (110) [1�10] direction

[Fig. 1(b)]. The subsequently grown Cr with its body cen-

tered cubic (bcc) crystallographic structure fits well in (211)

surface orientation onto Ag (110), as can be seen in

Fig. 1(c), having a lattice mismatch of only �0.25% in the

Ag (110)[001]/Cr(211)[0�11] direction, even though this cre-

ates a not insubstantial mismatch in the Ag (110)[110]/Cr

(211)[�111] direction of �13.5%. However, as corroborated

by X-ray diffractometer measurements [see Fig. 2(a)], this

considerable mismatch does not prohibit the epitaxial growth

of Cr with (211) orientation onto the Ag (110) template

layer. Finally, the Cr (211) surface provides an excellent

template for Co with hexagonal close packed (hcp) crystallo-

graphic structure and (10�10) surface orientation, aligning the

[0001] direction of Co along the [0�11] direction of the Cr

(211) surface with a mismatch of only �0.5% in this specific

direction. In the Cr (211)[�111]/Co (10�10)[1010] direction,

the mismatch is only 0.4% [Fig. 1(d)]. In this specific surface

orientation, the crystallographic c-axis of Co is in the film

plane and given that our films have near bulk-like crystallog-

raphy, the c-axis shows indeed typical easy axis behavior.

In order to characterize the crystallographic structure of

our films, we performed XRD measurements in h-2h geome-

try as well as rocking curve measurements and U scans.

Figure 2(a) shows a typical h-2h XRD measurement for a

fully epitaxial sample. The data are normalized to the highest

intensity, given by the Si (220) substrate peak value. Here,

one only observes Si (220), Ag (220), Cr (211), Co (10�10),

and Co (20�20) diffraction peaks, corroborating the epitaxial

nature of our samples as well as the previously discussed epi-

taxial growth sequence. The Si02 overlayer grows amor-

phously and, thus, it does not show any diffracted peak in

XRD measurements.

Using the epitaxial growth sequence as a starting point

for our sample fabrication and overall study, we have grown

partially epitaxial samples with varying degree of crystallo-

graphic disorder. In order to achieve a continuous and well

defined modification of the crystallographic structure from

full epitaxy with (10�10) Co orientation to samples with very

limited grain orientation alignment and uniformity, we have

partially interrupted the epitaxy by depositing a non-

epitaxial SiO2 layer directly onto the HF etched Si substrate.

The SiO2 interlayer has been deposited by RF magnetron

sputtering in our UHV sputter deposition system at low

plasma power in order to achieve precise thickness control.

For this purpose, we have chosen a deposition power of

60 W and an Ar pressure of 3 mTorr. Under these conditions,

the deposition rate of SiO2 is very low, 0.011 nm/s, so that it

opens up a substantial deposition time window to conduct a

precise and reproducible study of partial epitaxy suppression.

For our study, we grew a set of 15 samples with different

SiO2 interlayer thicknesses (tox). In this work, however, we

mainly focus on samples with tox¼ 0 nm, 0.11 nm, 0.132 nm,

0.154 nm, 0.165 nm, and 0.275 nm, because they present the

tox-range, in which the magnetic properties are affected in the

most relevant way.

XRD measurements in h-2h geometry for one of our

partially epitaxial samples with tox¼ 0.132 nm can be seen

in Fig. 2(b). Also here, the data are normalized to the Si

(220) peak intensity. In addition to the peaks that correspond

to the epitaxial growth sequence, one can also observe peaks

that correspond to Ag (111), (200), and (311) crystallo-

graphic orientations, showing that this Ag-film is neither sin-

gle crystalline nor epitaxial. However, this particular sample

is not crystallographically random either. For polycrystalline

Ag with random grain orientations, the (111) peak intensity

has 4.50 times the intensity of the Ag (220) peak.72

However, the tox¼ 0.132 nm sample shows a Ag (220) peak

FIG. 2. Structural data for the sample series studied here: h-2h X-ray diffrac-

tion spectra are shown for the fully epitaxial sample tox¼ 0 nm (a) and for a

partially epitaxial sample with tox¼ 0.132 nm (b). (c) displays the ratio

between the intensities of the Ag(111) and Ag(220) diffracted peaks as a

function of SiO2 interlayer deposition thickness tox. The dashed line in (c)

represents the expected Ag(111)/Ag(220) peak-ratio for randomly oriented

polycrystalline Ag. (d) shows the (10�10)Co rocking curve width DXCo,

given by its full width at half maximum, as a function of tox. X-ray diffrac-

tion U scan measurements of the Co (10�11) pole for samples with tox¼ 0 nm

(dashed line) and tox¼ 0.132 nm (solid line) are presented in (e).

083912-4 Idigoras et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 083912 (2014)
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intensity that is higher than that for the Ag (111) peak, which

means that this sample has a very substantial degree of (220)

texture. Given that a predominant Ag (220) texture does not

grow on a completely amorphous template layer, the texture

observed in Fig. 2(b) must be the result of a still existing par-

tial epitaxy, which cannot be fully suppressed by the only

0.132 nm thick Si-oxide. The partial epitaxy nature of our

samples and the increased suppression of epitaxy by increas-

ing tox can be seen clearly in Fig. 2(c). Upon increasing the

Si-oxide interlayer thickness, the ratio between the Ag (111)

and Ag (220) peak intensities increases, i.e., we observe a

gradual decrease of the Ag (220) texture [Fig. 2(c)].

Therefore, as we introduce the SiO2 interlayer, we interrupt

the epitaxy and we gradually change the template from a

pure Ag (110) single crystal layer towards a randomly orien-

tated polycrystalline Ag layer. As one modifies the Ag crys-

tallographic structure, the crystallographic orientation of the

subsequent Co-film is also tuned in a similar fashion. The

increased suppression of crystalline alignment in the Co-film

upon increasing tox has also been monitored by measuring

the rocking curves of the Co (10�10) peak. Consistent with

the XRD results in h-2h geometry, we find a continuous

increase of the Co (1010) peak width upon increasing the

Si-oxide interlayer thickness, measured as the full width half

maximum (DXCo) [Fig. 2(d)]. While for the epitaxial sample

with tox¼ 0 nm, DXCo is 3.13�6 0.02�, the sample with

tox¼ 1.32 nm, for instance, exhibits a DXCo of 5.61�6 0.10�.
As tox increases further, DXCo increases as well, indicating a

continued decrease of crystallographic alignment. Furthermore,

in order to measure the azimuthal crystallographic spread of

the grains in the Co layer as a function of tox, U scans have

been measured on the Co (10�11) pole. Figure 2(e) displays

two examples of these measurements, namely, for the sample

with tox¼ 0 nm (dashed line) and for the sample with

tox¼ 0.132 nm (solid line). For both samples, two clear dif-

fraction peaks can be observed that are 180� apart from each

other, thus demonstrating that the crystals are highly oriented

in our samples. In addition, we can observe that the width of

the diffracted peaks increases with increasing tox, which veri-

fies the growing azimuthal spread of the Co grain orienta-

tions for larger tox, a fact that is consistent with the other

structural measurements.

To test, if the change in crystallographic alignment due

to partial epitaxy suppression affects the growth in other

ways as well, we also measured the root mean square (RMS)

surface roughness for all samples by AFM. We observed no

change in the film roughness upon introducing the Si-oxide

interlayer. Instead, all samples show RMS roughness at a

nearly identical level of 1.1 nm. This finding means that the

structural changes in our sample series are clearly dominated

by a change in crystallographic grain alignment, introduced

by a partial interruption of epitaxy by means of a SiO2

interlayer.

III. BASIC MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION

The macroscopic magnetic properties have been charac-

terized by means of a home built MOKE setup. Figure 3

shows a schematic of our experimental MOKE setup. The

sample is mounted onto a holder that can be continuously

rotated around the surface normal with a precision of better

than 0.5�, which allows for precise measurements of the in-

plane angular dependence of magnetic properties. Here, we

define b as the angle between the applied field and the EA of

our sample. The magnetic poles of an electromagnet were

placed near the sample and were fixed throughout the experi-

ment. The plane of incidence was aligned with the applied

field direction and consequently with the magnetization vec-

tor in saturation, an arrangement which is conventionally

referred to as longitudinal MOKE geometry.

Figure 4 shows several hysteresis loops for the fully epi-

taxial sample [Figs. 4(a)–4(c)] and a partially epitaxial sam-

ple with tox¼ 0.132 nm [Figs. 4(d)–4(f)] for different applied

field angles with respect to the samples’ easy axes.

Specifically, figures 4(a) and 4(d) display hysteresis loops

for the applied field being oriented along the EA (b¼ 0�),
figures 4(b) and 4(e) for b¼ 40�, and figures 4(c) and 4(f) at

b¼ 60�. In each case, the sample magnetization (M) is

FIG. 3. Schematic of our experimental setup, which allows for an azimuthal

sample rotation with respect to the applied magnetic field axis within our

MOKE magnetometer. b defines the angle between the easy axis of magnet-

ization and applied field direction.

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loop measurements for the fully epitaxial sample with

tox¼ 0 nm (a)–(c) and for the partially epitaxial sample with tox¼ 0.132 nm

(d)–(f). (a) and (d) show hysteresis loops with the applied field oriented

along the nominal EA of magnetization. (b) and (e) show hysteresis loops

for an applied field orientation of 40� away from the EA, and (c) and (f) at

60� away from the nominal EA.
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normalized to a reference magnetization M0, which is

the magnetization value at the maximum applied field of

H¼ 1800 Oe.79,80

Along the EA, both samples (tox¼ 0 nm and tox

¼ 0.132 nm) show a very similar behavior with high rema-

nent magnetization and a sample size avalanche magnetiza-

tion reversal [Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)]. Despite these similarities,

one can also observe differences. For instance, the sample

with tox¼ 0.132 nm exhibits a weak bending of the hysteresis

loop just before the avalanche reversal point is reached, an

effect that is absent or at least far weaker in the epitaxial

sample. This behavior is caused by the fact that with only

partial epitaxy, the entire film is no longer a single crystal

and the anisotropy axes of different grains are not fully

aligned anymore, i.e., there is visible anisotropy dispersion.

Thus, even for field orientations along the nominal EA, mag-

netization rotation is occurring and becomes visible just

prior to the correlated magnetization reversal switch. As the

external field is applied away from the EA, i.e., for b¼ 40�

[Figs. 4(b) and 4(e)] and b¼ 60� [Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)], the

hysteresis loops change gradually for both samples. But even

though both samples exhibit a clear angular dependence and

a clear transition from EA to HA behavior, the variation of

hysteresis loops as a function of b differs between the two

samples. For instance, at b¼ 60�, the reversal of the fully

epitaxial sample is still dominated by an abrupt magnetiza-

tion switch [Fig. 4(c)], while for the partially epitaxial

sample, the hysteresis loop shows a far bigger bending and

a much smaller magnetization switch, giving the hysteresis

loop an overall far more gradual transition appearance

[Fig. 4(f)].53

In order to achieve a more detailed characterization of

the angular dependence of magnetization reversal properties

in our sample series, we have measured hysteresis loops as a

function of b in steps of 5� or even 0.5� in the vicinity of the

HA. From these hysteresis loop measurements, we have

extracted core reversal quantities, such as, for instance, the

remanent magnetization Mr.

Figures 5(a)–5(g) show Mr values as a function of b for 7

different samples, representing different tox and thus different

degrees of anisotropy dispersion. The remanent magnetization

value for each b is calculated by averaging the absolute values

of the positive and negative remanent magnetization over 20

loops measured under identical conditions. Similar to the hys-

teresis loops shown in Fig. 4, one observes a strong angular

dependence of Mr/M0 for all samples with a periodicity of

180�, which is the signature of uniaxial anisotropy, except for

the sample with the thickest oxide interlayer, tox¼ 0.55 nm,

for which Mr does not show any orientation dependence. One

can also appreciate from the series of curves that the angular

dependence becomes slightly less pronounced as tox increases,

even before it collapses entirely at tox¼ 0.55 nm.

In the case of the fully epitaxial sample and for

tox¼ 0.11 nm, the remanent magnetization is almost exactly

1 along the EA (b¼ 0�) and its value decreases coherently as

we go away from the EA towards the HA (b¼ 90�), where

Mr vanishes as expected. This behavior agrees very well

with the ideal case of the SW model,70 which is shown as a

dotted-dashed line in Figs. 5(a)–5(g).

For samples with higher disorder, i.e., tox¼ 0.132 nm,

0.154 nm, 0.165 nm, and 0.275 nm [Figs. 5(c)–5(f)], one still

observes a strong variation of Mr/M0 as a function of b.

Also, for most of the b range, the angular dependence of Mr

seems only moderately or even minimally affected, as if the

FIG. 5. Magnetic properties of the partially epitaxial Co-film sample series.

The applied field orientation dependence of the remanent magnetization,

normalized to M0, is displayed in (a)–(g) for samples with different tox: (a)

0 nm, (b) 0.11 nm, (c) 0.132 nm, (d) 0.154 nm, (e) 0.165 nm, (f) 0.275 nm,

and (g) 0.55 nm. The solid line represents the measured Mr/M0 data, while

dotted-dashed line is the geometric projection of the EA magnetization onto

the applied field axis. The dashed line in (f) is the least-squares fit of Eq. (2)

to the experimental data. (h) shows the extrapolated orientation ratio (OR0)
(dots) and conventional or two point orientation ratio (OR) (triangles) as a

function of tox. (i) displays OR0 as a function of the Ag(111)/Ag(220)-peak

ratio from the X-ray diffraction data, with the dashed line being a guide to

the eye.
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decrease in crystalline alignment had little influence onto the

remanent magnetization states. However, for applied field

orientations near the HA, the behavior is drastically changed

in a non-trivial fashion. Instead of a vanishing or only small

remanence value, as expected for simple uniaxial samples,

one observes a steep increase of the Mr/M0 values along the

nominal HA upon decreasing the crystalline alignment. The

second aspect that is very unusual is the fact that this high

HA remanence is limited to the immediate vicinity of the

HA itself, resulting in very sharp Mr-peaks in Figs. 5(c)–5(f).

This unusual behavior is discussed in more detail in Sec. IV.

One approach to quantify partial or imperfect uniaxial

magnetic anisotropy is the measurement of the orientation

ratio of a sample.73,74 Conventionally, the orientation ratio

OR is defined as

OR ¼ Mrea

Mrha
; (1)

where Mrea and Mrha are the remanent magnetization values

measured along the EA and the HA, respectively. In our sub-

sequent analysis, however, we have modified the conven-

tional orientation ratio analysis to make it more robust,

because the conventional formulation Eq. (1), is based on a

two-point measurement only (Mrea and Mrha). Instead, we

consider Mr/M0 data in the entire field orientation range (b)

by using an adapted SW formula

Mr

Mo
bð Þ ¼ cþ ajcos bð Þj: (2)

Hereby, c and a are parameters that define the degree of uni-

axial alignment. This equation is capable of describing the

full spectrum from perfect uniaxial alignment to isotropic

samples by changing the c and a parameters. We have per-

formed least-squares fits to Eq. (2) for all experimental

Mr/M0 data sets. In Fig. 5(f), we show, as an example, the fit

for the tox¼ 0.275 sample by a dashed line. The least square

fits agree very well with all experimental data, except in the

vicinity of the nominal HA for the samples with tox ¼ 0.132

nm, 0.154 nm, 0.165 nm, and 0.275 nm. Here, the HA anom-

aly appears, which cannot be described with the simple sinu-

soidal functional form, Eq. (2).

From the fit parameters a and c in Eq. (2), we have cal-

culated the extrapolated magnetic orientation ratio (OR0),
which is given as the ratio of the extrapolated remanent mag-

netizations in the EA (M0rea) and HA (M0rha)

OR0 ¼ M0rea

M0rha

¼ aþ c

c
: (3)

The conventional orientation ratio (OR) and extrapolated ori-

entation ratio (OR0) values are displayed in Fig. 5(h) as a func-

tion of the SiO2 interlayer thickness by green triangles and red

circles, respectively. For the fully epitaxial sample as well as

for the tox¼ 0.11 nm sample, OR and OR0 values are extremely

high, consistent with the high level of crystallographic align-

ment in these samples. As the crystallographic disorder

increases, both OR and OR0 values decrease. However, they do

so differently. Only for samples with tox¼ 0.33 nm or higher,

OR and OR0 are nearly equal and close to 1, indicating iso-

tropic or nearly isotropic behavior. For intermediate crystallo-

graphic disorder levels, one can observe the weakness of the

conventional orientation ratio (OR) definition. In samples

where the HA anomaly occurs, the OR value drops suddenly to

almost 1, even though the samples are clearly anisotropic in

their overall Mr/M0 vs. b dependence. This occurs because OR
is directly impacted by any anomaly occurring along the HA

or EA, even if it afflicts only a very small b-range. On the

other hand, the continuous decrease of uniaxial magnetic ani-

sotropy upon increasing tox can be very well monitored by

means of the extrapolated orientation ratio (OR0) because in

contrast to the conventional OR, the extrapolated orientation

ratio (OR0) is based on the entire field orientation dependence

of the remanent magnetization and not only on two specific

values.

Figure 5(i) shows the measured OR0 values as a function

of the XRD peak ratio (IAg(111)/IAg(220)). This plot shows

very clearly that the magnetic anisotropy alignment in the

Co-films is fully correlated with the degree of (220) texture

in the Ag-template layers. This is, of course not a surprising

result, because it is the (220) Ag texture that enables the

growth and the alignment of the Co (10�10) surface orienta-

tion. Thus, Figure 5 demonstrates very clearly that our meth-

odology of partially interrupting epitaxy allows for the

controlled and reproducible introduction of crystalline mis-

alignment that simultaneously affects the magnetic anisot-

ropy dispersion.

IV. ANOMALOUS MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL NEAR
THE HA

Signatures of anomalies in the magnetization reversal

process, i.e., the non-monotonic behavior of Mr and Hc as a

function of the applied field angle, have been previously

observed near the magnetic hard axis by several groups in

samples with anisotropy dispersion,13,15,38,57 including sam-

ples with biaxial anisotropy.36,44,52 However, in these previ-

ous works, the phenomenon was not explored in detail and

the underlying physics of this anomaly could not be clearly

identified. In Ref. 13, the authors made an experimental ob-

servation of the anomaly by detecting hard axis hysteretic

behavior while applying biased circular field cycles. This pa-

per also describes a method of measuring the applied field

angle range, in which the HA anomaly appears, which is

assumed to be equal to the anisotropy dispersion angle.

However, the described methodology does not allow any

other quantitative observation, such as, the shape and overall

the height of the anomalous magnetization, and furthermore

there is no correlation with the crystallographic structure of

the samples reported. In the works by Scheurer et al.,15

Hamrle et al.,36 Gaier et al.,44 and Trudel et al.,52 an increase

of the coercive field was reported when the field was applied

along the HA in biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy sys-

tems, specifically bcc Fe thin films15 and Co-based Heusler

alloy thin films.36,44,52 In bcc Fe thin films,15 the increase of

the Hc field was associated to the occurrence of structural

twin domains with slight lateral misalignment, but it was not
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investigated how this misalignment affects the anomalous

phenomena in any quantitative or even qualitative manner. In

the Co-based Heusler alloy works, the anomaly was associ-

ated to the pure cubic anisotropy36,44,52 and a checkerboard

magnetic domain structure appearance during the magnetiza-

tion reversal. However, none of these studies36,44,52 succeeded

in correlating this anomaly with the crystal structure. In

Refs. 45 and 57, the authors found an increase of the coercive

field near the HA in a soft FeCo ferromagnetic thin film alloy.

In these works, the authors associated the HA anomalous

behavior with the anisotropy dispersion and they analyze the

angular width and coercive field change in samples with dif-

ferent thickness and underlayer structure. Nevertheless, no

detailed explanation of the phenomenon in terms of a micro-

scopic picture was given and no correlation of the anomaly

with the crystallographic quality was reported.

So, even though anomalous HA behavior was previously

observed for a number of materials, none of these works was

able to clearly correlate this effect with the actual crystalline

structure, primarily due to the lack of a systematic tuning of

crystallographic alignment. Thus, we have studied here the

origin of the HA anomalous magnetization reversal in detail.

We have reported on the existence of the HA anomaly previ-

ously,75 classified its occurrence in correlation with the crys-

tallographic order in our samples, as well as given a

qualitative argument for it by means of a simple model. In

this work, we present our full analysis of this phenomenon

and make quantitative comparisons with model calculations.

Figure 6 shows three hysteresis loops measured in the

partially epitaxial sample with tox¼ 0.132 nm along the

HA [Fig. 6(b)] and 6 2� away from the HA, i.e., at b¼ 88�

[Fig. 6(a)] and at b¼ 92� [Fig. 6(c)]. From the hysteresis

loop at b¼ 88� [Fig. 6(a)], we see that the hysteresis effect

has almost completely disappeared as expected for a perfect

uniaxial sample. However, once the applied field is oriented

exactly along the nominal HA, a substantial hysteresis

effect occurs with considerable values for Mr and Hc

[Fig. 6(b)]. If the field is applied along b¼ 92�, the nearly

hysteresis free conventional hard axis behavior re-emerges

by having almost vanishing values for Mr and Hc [Fig.

6(c)]. The insets in Figures 6(a)–6(c) show Kerr micros-

copy images of the remanent magnetization states taken af-

ter saturating the sample in the same applied field

directions, i.e., b¼ 88�, b¼ 90�, and b¼ 92�.81 The rema-

nent magnetization pictures for applied fields 62� away

from the HA [insets in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)] show uniform

states. This is the expected behavior for a highly ordered

uniaxial sample, because the magnetization reversal is

dominated by a coherent rotation near the HA. However, an

anomalous non-uniform magnetization state appears in the

case of the magnetic field being applied exactly along the

HA. This microscopic observation corroborates the hystere-

sis loop results and demonstrates that the magnetization re-

versal along the nominal HA is not dominated by a simple

uniform magnetization rotation anymore as one would have

expected for a simple uniaxial sample with perfect crystal-

lographic alignment. We have performed the same rema-

nent magnetization measurements by means of Kerr

microscopy for the fully epitaxial sample, and as expected,

in this case we only observe the conventional uniform mag-

netization state for all applied field directions. In our Kerr

microscopy studies, we found the anomalous HA rema-

nence, shown in Figs. 5(c)–5(f), to always correlate with

the occurrence of a non-uniform remanent magnetic state.

Moreover, from Fig. 5, one can also deduce that even

though the crystallographic alignment is reduced by intro-

ducing a Si-oxide interlayer of thickness tox¼ 0.11 nm, no

HA anomaly is observed as indicated by the nearly identical

curves in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Thus, the anomaly appears to

be a threshold phenomenon that only occurs once a critical

crystallographic misalignment and thus certain anisotropy

dispersion has been surpassed. The progression of the

anomaly behavior from Figs. 5(c) to 5(f) furthermore

means that the anomalous remanent HA magnetization

grows as a function of the crystalline misalignment angles,

and it also occurs in a continuously increasing range of the

field angle b.

In order to clarify the origin of this anomaly, we have

devised a theoretical model for the purpose of describing the

main features of our sample series. One of the principal

properties of our samples is that they have uniaxial anisot-

ropy, but are not a single crystal and that the crystallographic

misalignment varies in a continuous fashion from sample to

sample. Thus, the description of our samples requires a

model that is capable of mimicking the crystalline misalign-

ment and does so in a tunable way, while displaying an over-

all magnetic anisotropy. The simplest model that includes

these characteristics is a two-grain SW model with mis-

aligned anisotropy axes.82 Furthermore, it is clear that the

FIG. 6. Hysteresis loop data for a partially epitaxial sample with

tox¼ 0.132 nm, measured for field orientations of 62� away from the HA,

(a) and (c), respectively, and along the HA, displayed in (b). The insets

show the respective remanent magnetization states acquired by means of

Kerr microscopy.
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grains we consider should be exchange coupled, because our

films contain only Co, so that even in between misaligned

Co-grains, the exchange coupling must be strong.

A schematic of the model geometry can be found in

Fig. 7. The magnetization unit vectors of the two grains are

represented by m̂1 and m̂2, while the effective inter-granular

exchange coupling constant is given as J. The two uniaxial

grains are characterized by their respective first order anisot-

ropy constants K1 and K2 as well as by the orientations of

their magnetocrystalline easy axes, which are given by the

unit vectors n̂1 and n̂2 that define a grain misalignment angle

x. ~H represents the applied field. The nominal EA and HA

are given by the averaged orientation of the grains’ EA and

HA vectors. Using this nomenclature, the total energy E of

the coupled two-grain system is83

E ¼ �J m̂1 � m̂2ð Þ � ~H � m̂1 þ m̂2ð Þ � 1

2
K1 m̂1 � n̂1ð Þ2

� 1

2
K2 m̂2 � n̂2ð Þ2: (4)

In order to simplify the mathematical treatment and

enhance the transparency of the model, we have made a

number of additional assumptions and simplifications. First,

identical magnetocrystalline anisotropies (K) for both grains

can be assumed, given that our films only contain one mate-

rial, namely, Co. Furthermore, the local magnetization can

be restricted to in-plane orientations under consideration of

the in-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the thin film

nature of our samples, which create a strong demagnetizing

effect along the surface normal. Under these simplifying

assumptions, we find that the total energy is given by

E ¼ �J cos b1 � b2ð Þ � H cos b1 � bð Þ þ cos b2 � bð Þ½ �

� 1

2
K sin2 b1 �

x
2

� �
þ sin2 b2 þ

x
2

� �� �
; (5)

where b1 and b2 are the in-plane orientation angles of the

corresponding magnetization vectors with respect to the

averaged anisotropy axis in Fig. 7.

Using the energy expression given in Eq. (5), we have

simulated the magnetization reversal for different x and at

fixed J/K-ratio, starting from the saturated state at high

applied field by following the nearest energy minimum upon

reducing the applied field. Figure 8 shows a comparison

between the experimentally measured Mr/M0 values and

simulated Mr/M0 values in the vicinity of the nominal HA.

Figure 8(a) shows our experimental Mr/M0 data for the fully

epitaxial sample (tox¼ 0 nm), while Figure 8(c) displays

Mr/M0 simulated values for two perfectly aligned grains

(x¼ 0�), in which case our two grain model is identical to

the conventional SW model.70 Figure 8(b) shows our Mr/M0

measurements for the partially epitaxial sample with

tox¼ 0.132 nm, while simulated Mr/M0 values can be seen in

Fig. 8(d), for which we made the assumption of a Gaussian

distribution of misalignment angles, solving the equilibrium

equation for the individual misalignment angles in the distri-

bution and compute a weighted average of the results with a

mean value of x¼ 21.5� and a distribution width of

Dx¼ 1.2�, as well as a J/K ratio of 0.4. A clear qualitative

agreement is found between the experiments and the simu-

lated curves, and even the quantitative agreement is very

good, which is surprising given the simplicity of our two-

grain model. While the remanent magnetization in the HA

vanishes for completely aligned grains [Fig. 8(c)], it

increases for misaligned anisotropy angles along the HA

direction and in its vicinity [Fig. 8(d)], just as we observed

in our experiments.

Figure 9 shows the remanent magnetization along the

nominal HA as a function of tox. The experimental data are

represented by the cross symbols in the plot and they are

compared to the calculated remanent magnetization (solid

line) that is predicted by the two grain SW model as a func-

tion of the average misalignment angle x for J/K¼ 0.4 and a

FIG. 7. Schematic of the two grain model geometry with x being the mis-

alignment angle between the easy axes of both grains. n̂1 and n̂2 are the unit

vectors along the grains’ easy axes. The magnetization vectors are repre-

sented by m̂1 and m̂2, and b1 and b2 are the angles between the magnetiza-

tion vectors and the average easy axis. ~H is the applied field, which is at an

angle of b with respect to the average easy axis.

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the normalized remanent magnetization

Mr/M0 in the vicinity of the hard axis (HA): (a) shows measured Mr/M0 data

for the fully epitaxial sample and (b) the corresponding data for the partially

epitaxial sample with tox¼ 0.132 nm. (c) and (d) show the calculated Mr/M0

vs. field angle (b) dependence corresponding to the two-grain SW model for

aligned anisotropy axes (c) and a Gaussian distribution of misaligned anisot-

ropy axes (d) with a mean misalignment angle of 21.5� and a standard devia-

tion of 1.2�. For these calculation, we furthermore used the model parameter

J/K¼ 0.4.
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fixed alignment angle distribution width of Dx¼ 1.2�. Both

the experiment and the model show a very similar behavior,

with the anomalous remanent magnetization appearing

abruptly at tox¼ 0.132 nm and x¼ 21.5� and increasing

more slowly for further enhanced disorder levels. This means

that our model does not only predict the anomalous behavior,

in general, but it also describes its threshold onset behavior.

For small enough misalignment angles at any given J/K-ra-

tio, there is no anomaly. It takes a non-vanishing critical

level of misalignment to be present for the anomaly to occur

in the model, in exactly the same way, in which we had to

produce a sufficient level of crystallographic misalignment

in our uniaxial Co-film samples for the effect to appear.

However, the calculated solid line in Fig. 9 is not an

exact match to our experimental data. This may have several

reasons. One possibility for this disagreement is that our

samples evidently represent a far more complex magnetic

system than the two-grain model. Otherwise, one would

expect to see a two level magnetization behavior for the

anomalous state in Kerr microscopy, which we do not

observe [inset of Fig. 6(b)]. Instead one observes a broad dis-

tribution of magnetization directions within the domain

structure. This aspect is of course a crucial fundamental limi-

tation of our model. The assumption of a Gaussian misalign-

ment angle distribution is a step to overcome this two level

magnetization limitation of the model, but it is only a rather

simplistic one, because even three particle correlations are

already ignored. Second, one would not expect the misalign-

ment angle, x, and the SiO2 interlayer thickness, tox, to have

a linear relationship. In fact, in Fig. 2(c), one can see that

amplitude of the Ag (110) peak does not decrease in a linear

fashion as tox increases. Given that the crystallographic order

of the Co-films depends directly on the crystalline structure

of the template layers underneath, we can conclude that the

crystallographic misalignment angles in the Co films are not

expected to be linearly dependent on tox.

However, there is an even simpler experimental reason

for the disagreement. The simulated Mr data are normalized to

the saturation magnetization Ms, which is of course easily ac-

cessible in calculations because it is an input parameter. As

discussed earlier in conjunction with Fig. 4, the same is not

easily possible for experimental data due to the lack of Ms

actually being reached in nearly all experimental configura-

tions. Thus, the experimental data are normalized to M0 which

is in general smaller than Ms, so that the Mr/M0-ratio for the

experimental data will show larger values than one would see

if an Ms normalization was done. In order to have a quantita-

tive comparison with the simulations, we have normalized the

calculated data to M0 values, defined as the magnetization val-

ues reached at H¼ 0.3HK for every set of parameters with HK

being the single grain anisotropy field. This field choice seems

reasonable, given that the experimental M0 was determined at

H¼ 1.8 kOe, while HK of Co is known to be 5–6 kOe. The so

re-calibrated theoretical curve is shown as a dashed line in

Fig. 9, which shows a surprisingly good quantitative agree-

ment with the experimental data.

Given the fact that our two-grain model describes all as-

pect of the observed experimental HA anomaly and does so

with a surprisingly high degree of precision, we can now use

this model to analyze the occurrence of this effect. Hereby, it

is particularly helpful to analyze the path that the magnetiza-

tion vectors follow from saturation to remanence for differ-

ent misalignment angles and field orientations. In the case of

completely aligned anisotropies (x¼ 0�), both grains behave

like a single grain, emulating the SW model, which is char-

acterized by aligned magnetization vectors under all applied

field conditions. Increasing the misalignment angle above a

threshold or critical angle xc, however, the system stops to

behave as a single grain. This effect is most easily seen when

the field is applied exactly along the HA, as shown in

Fig. 10(a). Upon decreasing the externally applied field, each

of the two-grain magnetizations tries to align with the

FIG. 9. Sample dependence of the anomalous HA remanence: The crosses

show the measured HA remanent magnetization values, normalized to the ref-

erence magnetization (M0), for samples with different tox. The solid line shows

the calculated HA remanent magnetization, normalized to the saturation mag-

netization, as a function of the misalignment angle. Consistent with the plots

in Figure 8, the calculations were done by means of the two-grain SW model

using a Gaussian distribution of misaligned anisotropy axes with a mean mis-

alignment angle of x, a standard deviation of 1.2� and J/K¼ 0.4. The dashed

line displays the same calculated remanent magnetization curve, but normal-

ized to the reference magnetization, that is achieved at H¼ 0.3 HK for each

value of x, with HK being the single particle anisotropy field.

FIG. 10. Field evolution of the individual magnetization angles in the two

grain SW model. Here, the magnetization angles d are displayed with

respect to applied field direction, while the applied field strengths are nor-

malized to the single grain anisotropy field HK. The calculations shown here

were done for x¼ 21� and J/K¼ 0.4, and for a sample alignment of (a)

along the HA (b¼ 90�) and (b) 2� away from the HA (b¼ 88�). The dashed

line represents the magnetization angle in the first grain and the solid line

represents the magnetization angle in the second grain. The grey dashed-

dotted line represents the applied field direction.
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individual EA direction that is closest to the field orientation.

This results in the fact that the two magnetization vectors

rotate into opposite directions. At the same time, the

exchange coupling tries to align both magnetizations, which

has the end result that the magnetization vectors get stuck in

a scissor like remanent state with intermediate magnetization

orientation angles, for which neither the anisotropy nor the

exchange coupling energy are minimized. So, the competi-

tion between the exchange coupling energy and anisotropy

energy leads to a frustrated state, which also exhibits a high

remanent magnetization. Furthermore, this explains the non-

uniform remanent magnetization state that we observed by

Kerr microscopy, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 10(b) shows the model behavior at an applied field

angle of b¼ 88� for same level of misalignment, i.e.,

x¼ 21�. It is important to notice that for this level of mis-

alignment, also here the respective closest easy axis direc-

tions of the two grains define opposite rotations with respect

to the field axis. Thus, as one reduces the magnetic field, a

scissor state appears initially at intermediate field values.

However, as the field is decreased further, the exchange

energy overcomes this initial scissor nucleation and both

magnetic moments rotate towards the easy axis that is closer

to the field axis. This behavior leads to a nearly uniform

magnetization state in remanence, as one can see in Fig.

10(b). For misalignment angles smaller than xc, the

exchange coupling energy dominates the behavior even

along the HA and imposes that the magnetic moments rotate

together, even though also here a scissor nucleation state is

being formed at intermediate field values. In this case, no

visible anomaly appears.

The HA anomaly has been also studied by means of

BLS spectroscopy, which is a powerful method to study spin

dynamics within a ferromagnetic film. Thermally activated

spin waves have been analyzed utilizing the inelastic interac-

tion between photons and magnons. In particular, we have

studied the effect that the HA anomaly state has onto spin-

wave spectra. The BLS setup has been equipped with an

automated in-plane rotator that allowed for a precise varia-

tion of the sample orientation with respect to the externally

applied in-plane magnetic field. All measurements have been

performed in backward scattering geometry, with the inci-

dent light being focused onto the sample under an incident

angle of 17.5� and the scattered light being collected using

the same objective. The external field has been applied per-

pendicular to the incident wave vector.

In order to analyze the effect that the HA anomaly has

on the spin-wave spectra, we have measured the dependence

of the spin-wave frequencies as a function of the field angle

b for the tox¼ 0.132 nm sample, for which the anomaly

occurs in a very narrow field orientation range. One of the

advantages of the BLS technique with respect to the MOKE

based technique is that it gives simultaneous information on

the average magnetization and its microscopic distribution.

Figure 11(a) shows the collected BLS spectra versus b in

remanence after first applying an external field of 1500 Oe

for each angle, while Figure 11(b) shows the exact same

type of measurements, but after saturating the sample only

once along the EA. The color code contrast indicates the

spin wave position (SWP) intensity with respect to the back-

ground noise (BN). In both figures, two spin-wave modes

appear, one belonging to the dipolar type spin-wave mode at

lower absolute values of frequency and the exchange type

perpendicular standing spin wave (PSSW) mode at higher

absolute frequency values.76 While the frequency of the

dipolar dominated spin waves depend, amongst other param-

eters, on the relative orientation between spin-wave wave

vector and magnetization direction, the frequency of the

exchange type mode depends mainly on the film thickness.

In Fig. 11(a), one can see that due to the changed magnetiza-

tion orientation along the anomalous HA magnetization re-

versal, i.e., b¼ 90�, the dipolar type spin wave is shifted

towards higher absolute frequency values.76 This generally

occurring magnetization orientation dependence of dipolar

spin wave spectra can be seen clearly in the inset of Fig.

11(b), where the full 90� dependence is plotted for the same

sample after being saturated along the EA.84 So, when a field

cycle is applied in the vicinity of the HA, but outside the

anomalous reversal range, the magnetization aligns with the

EA in remanence, which is nearly 90� away from the applied

field direction. However, in the anomalous region, the sam-

ple averaged magnetization is forced to stay along the

applied field direction, as shown in Fig. 10(a). This causes

the upward shift of the dipolar spin-wave frequency in the

HA anomaly regime. Furthermore, the data in Fig. 11(b) cor-

roborate that this effect is induced by the field cycling along

FIG. 11. Brillouin light scattering data of spin wave excitations in the par-

tially epitaxial sample with tox¼ 0.132 nm. The color coded plots show the

inelastically scattered light intensity as a function of the sample orientation

b (with respect to the field axis) and the light frequency shift. The color code

contrast indicates the spin wave position (SWP) intensity with respect to the

background noise (BN). The data were measured (a) after prior saturation at

every sample orientation and (b) after prior saturation along the EA, i.e.,

b¼ 0. The inset figure in (b) shows the angular dependence at remanence af-

ter prior saturation along the EA but for wider angular range of b.
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the HA, because no such frequency jump is observed for the

same sample orientation in the absence of the applied field

sequence. Here, the anomalous state is just never populated.

In addition to the substantial frequency shift, the meas-

urements in Fig. 11(a) show a broadening of the dipolar

spin-wave peak in the HA anomalous state. Such a broaden-

ing is to be expected, because the anomalous state is charac-

terized by an inhomogeneous sample magnetization, which

was observed locally by means of Kerr effect microscopy in

Fig. 6(b). Thus, for lateral dimensions larger than the coher-

ence length of the dipolar spin waves, there exists a magnet-

ization orientation distribution, which leads to the observed

broadening. The BLS measurements also show that a mis-

alignment of only 61� away from the HA already causes an

almost complete suppression of this anomalous behavior

with a strong reappearance of the 7 GHz low frequency peak.

At field orientations of 62� from the HA, the usual behavior

of uniaxial samples is fully re-established, a result that is

also completely consistent with our magnetometry and Kerr

microscopy data, i.e., Figs. 8(b) and 6, respectively.

V. MICROSCOPIC MAGNETIC REVERSAL ANALYSIS

While much of the previous discussion was focused on

the remanent state of magnetization, its angular characteris-

tics and dependence from the anisotropy dispersion, we will

now turn our attention to the entire magnetization reversal

sequence. It is hereby interesting to recall how the magnet-

ization reversal of perfect single crystal uniaxial films pro-

ceeds. Following the discussion of the hysteresis loops

shown in Fig. 4, ideal uniaxial systems exhibit two key proc-

esses, magnetization rotation and magnetization switching,

depending on the magnetic field strength and orientation. For

extended in-plane magnetized thin film samples, switching

typically occurs by means of a thermally activated local

nucleation process of a reverse domain that then expands

through the sample via transient domain states after domain

wall depinning.17,49,51 So, even though the switching seg-

ment of the magnetization reversal process away from the

HA is associated with non-uniform transient states, i.e., a

dynamic reversal sequence, these states are neither stable nor

metastable. Thus, on the quasi-static time scale that we ana-

lyzed here, ideal ferromagnetic films with uniaxial in-plane

anisotropy are characterized by uniform magnetization states

only and static, stable, or meta-stable domain states do not

exist. Thus, with the introduction of crystallographic mis-

alignment, the biggest qualitative change in magnetization

reversal is the possible occurrence of static domain states.

We have therefore focused our investigation here on exactly

this key aspect of magnetization reversal in films with vary-

ing epitaxial alignment: the existence of static reversal

domains.

To study the existence of reversal domains, we have per-

formed detailed Kerr effect microscopy studies as a function

of the magnetic field angle and strength for our sample se-

ries. For this purpose, we utilized an EVICO@ Kerr micros-

copy system in longitudinal geometry.77 Our Kerr

microscope allows for the simultaneous measurement of

local M(H) curves and magnetization state imaging with

optical sub-micron lateral resolution and nanoscopic mag-

netic sensitivity.78 Furthermore, the system also allows the

study of field orientation dependences by means of a precise

sample rotation around the surface normal.

By imaging different magnetization states throughout an

entire hysteresis loop cycle, one acquires a vast amount of

information. Thus, it is most helpful to extract the most rele-

vant information from these Kerr microscopy data and video

sequences to address the relevant scientific question at hand,

which in our case is the existence of stable or meta-stable

magnetization reversal domains. Thus, in order to have a

compact representation of the entire set of magnetization re-

versal data, we have developed an appropriate representation

method. The initial step of this magnetization reversal data

extraction and representation method was already reported in

a previous paper,50 but it will be briefly reviewed here for

the purpose of clarity. Figure 12 illustrates how the initial

step of our data analysis scheme works. It consists of a pixel-

by-pixel gray scale analysis for every Kerr microscopy

image that is utilized to generate a magnetization projection

or orientation histogram to characterize the magnetization

state at every field value. Figures 12(a)–12(c) show 3 Kerr

microscopy images that were taken during a magnetization

reversal sequence for one of our samples. For these images,

we have then assembled a gray scale histogram, which can

be transformed into a histogram of the magnetization distri-

bution D(M,H), because we have calibrated the grey-scale to

FIG. 12. Histogram representation method of magnetization distributions:

Kerr microscopy images are shown for the positive saturation state (a), an

intermediate domain state (b), and the negative saturation state (c). The

graphs (d)–(f) display the magnetization distribution histograms D(M) that

are obtained from images (a)–(c). In addition, the right-hand side of (d)–(f)

shows the color code scheme that is being used to represent the D(M) histo-

gram data in a single line each. The corresponding color-coded representa-

tions of magnetization distributions are shown above each of the histograms

(d)–(f).
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magnetization conversion. Figs. 12(d)–12(f) show the corre-

sponding histograms and furthermore demonstrate how well

the histograms are indicative of the existence of domain

structures. Fig. 12 also shows how these histograms can be

displayed by means of an appropriate color code, so that all

crucial information about the magnetization distribution

D(M,H) and domain existence in every Kerr image can be

displayed in a single color-coded line.

This initial data extraction step, now allows for the dis-

play of the field dependent magnetization distribution

D(M,H), corresponding to a full video sequence measured

via Kerr microscopy, as a single color coded picture. Figure

13(a) shows such a magnetization reversal analysis as a func-

tion of the applied field strength for the upper branch of the

hysteresis loop (starting from positive saturation and moving

towards negative saturation) by using a complete sequence

of histograms extracted from the corresponding Kerr micros-

copy images. In contrast to conventional hysteresis loop

measurements, this histogram representation is able to illus-

trate the entire magnetization distribution as a function of

field and not just its average. Correspondingly, one can dis-

tinguish in Fig. 13(a) the coherent rotation of the magnetiza-

tion in between �30 Oe and �80 Oe from a non-uniform

state formation starting at about �80 Oe and extending to

approximately �115 Oe. While the coherent rotation or any

uniform magnetization reversal process is represented here

by a histogram peak shift, domains, or any other non-

uniform state formation is shown by a peak splitting or peak

broadening. It is therefore possible to formalize the domain

state analysis further by subtracting the uniform magnetiza-

tion state histogram D0(M,H) for every magnetic field value.

In this way, one obtains a representation of non-uniform

magnetization states only, which is shown in Fig. 13(b). For

the numerical analysis, the uniform magnetization histogram

was determined at large applied fields and then subtracted

for every field value after adjusting for possible peak posi-

tion shifts. Thus, the magnetization distribution difference

DD(M,H)¼ |D(M,H) – D0(M,H)| deviates from zero only if

non-uniform magnetization states exist. Figure 13(b) clearly

displays the occurrence of these non-uniform states during

the magnetization reversal in bright color, while the rotation

processes that occur exclusively until about �80 Oe (coming

from positive field values) do not show up in this

representation.

In order to further formalized the multi-domain state

analysis, we have quantified the non-uniform magnetization

by integrating the non-uniformity indicator DD(M,H) as a

function of M, i.e., calculating

ID Hð Þ ¼
ð

M

DD M;Hð ÞdM; (6)

hereby obtaining the histogram in Fig. 13(c) that quantifies

the occurrence of magnetic non-uniformity as a function of

the applied field strength. By assigning the color code that is

indicated on the right hand side of Fig. 13(c) to this histo-

gram, we are now in a position to obtain a single line repre-

sentation of the multi-domain state existence range as a

function of the externally applied field strength, which is

shown at the bottom of Fig. 13(c). Thus, for each thin film

sample, a map of all experimental data can be assembled,

which identifies the field strength and orientation ranges, in

which uniform single domain (SD) states occur or non-

uniform MD states are generated during the magnetization

reversal process, i.e., exactly the kind of information that

characterizes deviations from the simple behavior of perfect

uniaxial samples.

Figure 14 shows the multi domain stability ranges during

magnetization reversal for 6 of our uniaxial thin film Co-

samples with varying degree of anisotropy dispersion. Here,

black indicates a single domain state, while other colors reveal

the existence of stable or meta-stable multi domain states.

While the epitaxial sample in Fig. 14(a) does not show any

static multi-domain state as expected, samples with suffi-

ciently thick SiO2 interlayers and correspondingly large ani-

sotropy dispersions show a clearly visible existence range for

multi-domain states in Figs. 14(c)–14(f). Moreover, by com-

paring all the individual figures, it is clear that the

multi-domain stability range increases with increased crystal-

lographic misalignment and thus anisotropy dispersion.

In the case of the tox¼ 0.11 nm sample, shown in

Fig. 14(b), multi-domain states appears for only one

FIG. 13. Schematic of the quantitative domain existence analysis scheme:

(a) shows a magnetization reversal sequence for a partially epitaxial sample,

which was analyzed by means of the histogram representation method, lead-

ing to a D(M,H)-map representation of the experimental data. (b) displays

the same set of data after removing the uniform magnetization histogram for

every field value, leading to the difference map DD(M,H). (c) shows a histo-

gram representation of ID(H), which is derived via to Eq. (6), i.e., by means

of a magnetization axis integration of the DD(M,H)-map, shown in (b). In

addition, the right-hand side of (c) shows the color code scheme that is being

used to represent the ID(H) histogram data in a single line. The correspond-

ing color-coded quantitative representation of domain state existence is

shown below the histogram (c).
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measured field strength and only for at few applied field

angles. Thus, domain state stability cannot be seen as fully

established here. Instead, our domain observation here is a

consequence of imaging transient, but rather slowly chang-

ing, domain states in the exact moment, at which a domain

wall moves through the sample area that we image with our

Kerr microscope. This interpretation is consistent with the

fact that the appearing pattern of domain wall stability is not

reproducible, but changes in between different measurement

runs in a statistical manner.53

For the samples with tox¼ 0.132 nm and tox¼ 0.154 nm,

multi-domain structures appear for measurements near the EA

and we see that the stability range of these multi-domain states

increases as b is increased up to around 50�. For even larger

values of b, both samples exhibit a magnetization reversal

dominated by uniform magnetization states. So, apparently, it

is energetically favorable to reverse the magnetization by

coherent rotation rather than domain formation at these high

field angles, even in the presence of some crystalline

misalignment.

For samples with higher crystallographic misalignment,

i.e., tox¼ 0.165 nm and tox¼ 0.275 nm, the multi-domain re-

versal states become even more relevant but also here the

stability of non-uniform states decreases for angles near the

nominal EA. The HA anomaly is manifested as a multi-

domain state along or in the vicinity of the HA, which is visi-

ble for all samples with tox� 0.154 nm. Given the 5� angular

b resolution of the data sets shown in Fig. 14, the non-uniform

anomalous HA state appears for the tox¼ 0.154 nm and

tox¼ 0.165 nm samples only when the magnetic field is

applied along the HA, while it is already stable at b¼ 85� for

the sample with tox¼ 0.275 nm.

On top of all maps in Fig. 14, a green line shows the

measured angular dependence of the coercive field Hc that

we extracted from our MOKE hysteresis loop measurements.

The Hc curve for the fully epitaxial sample, as well as for

sample with tox¼ 0.11 nm, shows an initial increase of Hc

with b until around 60�, after which it decreases for even

larger magnetic field angles. This type of shape has been pre-

viously observed in highly ordered uniaxial samples.17,49,51

It indicates a magnetization reversal through a combination

of domain nucleation followed by domain wall depinning

and rapid propagation for field orientations near the EA. This

behavior changes into a coherent rotation reversal for field

values HffiHc upon approaching the HA orientation of the

applied magnetic field, simply because the field axis magnet-

ization component reaches its zero value before a switch

actually occurs.

For samples with higher anisotropy dispersion, the coer-

cive field vs. applied field angle dependence is very different.

We see a decrease of Hc with b for the samples with

tox� 0.132 nm and this effect is becoming more pronounced

as the disorder increases. It is worthwhile to notice that this

qualitative change in behavior happens at the same disorder

level, at which stable reversal domains begin to occur. Also,

the Hc behavior near the HA changes its b dependency due

to the HA anomaly, which is very visible in Figs.

14(d)–14(f). So, instead of having a vanishing remanent

magnetization and coercivity for well aligned systems, the

coercivity starts to increase again, as the anomalous domain

state get populated for magnetic field orientations near the

HA.

For the samples with tox¼ 0.132 nm and tox¼ 0.154 nm,

Hc overlaps with the domain existence range up to applied

field angles of around 30�, indicating that the reversal proc-

esses at Hc are dominated by domain processes. However, as

the field angle increases further, the Hc line separates from

the domain stability range, which is still existent. This sim-

ply means that for b> 30�, the processes at Hc are dominated

by magnetization rotation, whereas domain generation

occurs only for larger field values near the completion of the

magnetization reversal process. For films with higher grain

misalignment, such as the samples with tox¼ 0.165 nm and

tox¼ 0.275 nm, the angular dependence of Hc traces the do-

main existence range closely over most, if not the entire field

orientation range. This means that for high disorder levels,

domain states control most of the magnetization reversal pro-

cess, so that also the behavior near the coercive field is domi-

nated by intermediate domain states, almost or entirely

independent from the magnetic field orientation, even though

these types of films still exhibit very clear uniaxial magnetic

anisotropy.

FIG. 14. Domain state existence maps ID(H,b) for the magnetization rever-

sal of in-plane uniaxial Co-films with different degree of crystallographic

order: (a) fully epitaxial (10�10) Co film, and partially epitaxial films with a

deposited SiO2 underlayer thickness of (b) 0.11 nm, (c) 0.132 nm, (d)

0.154 nm (e) 0.165 nm, and (f) 0.275 nm. Also shown as a green dashed line

in every plot is the angular dependence of the coercive field, which was

extracted from MOKE hysteresis loop measurements. All maps use the same

color scheme, which is displayed in (a): black corresponds to ID¼ 0, which

indicates magnetic uniformity or a SD state, while white corresponds to the

maximum value of ID found in any of the data sets, for which the entire field

of view of the original Kerr microscopy picture is populated by MD.
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This magnetization reversal difference between lower

disorder samples, such as the tox¼ 0.132 nm and 0.154 nm

Co-layers, and higher disorder samples, such as the

tox¼ 0.165 nm and 0.275 nm films, is also reflected in the

actual shape of the magnetic domain states. Figure 15 shows

domain images taken at an intermediate magnetic field angle

for sample tox¼ 0.132 nm (a) and tox¼ 0.165 nm (b). For

samples with higher disorder, i.e., Fig. 15(b), the magnetiza-

tion correlation length is decreased and correspondingly,

smaller size domains appear forming ripple like structures,

in comparison to the tox¼ 0.132 nm sample, shown in Fig.

15(a), where well defined and bigger domains are generated

that, furthermore, exhibit only two possible magnetization

values.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated, by varying the crystallographic

alignment in fully or partially epitaxial Co (10�10) films, that

their magnetic properties and in particular, the anisotropy

dispersion and correspondingly the magnetization reversal

processes can be modified in a well defined and reproducible

manner. In addition to the detailed non-magnetic characteri-

zation of our samples, we have measured their macroscopic

and microscopic magnetic properties by means of a self-built

MOKE setup and Kerr microscopy. In partially epitaxial

films, we have found that the magnetization behavior

changes in a non-trivial and unexpected way that cannot be

understood by simple orientation averaging. This anomalous

behavior arises from the misalignment of the anisotropy

axes, which is in competition to the exchange coupling in the

Co-films and causes a disorder induced collective reversal

mode that leads to a frustrated magnetic state in remanence.

We were able to characterize in detail the features of this

anomalous magnetization reversal also in spin wave spectra

by BLS technique. Moreover, in order to understand the ori-

gin of this behavior, we have devised a model that corrobo-

rates all key experimental findings and shows surprisingly

good quantitative agreement despite its simplicity.

We also find that the induced crystallographic misalign-

ment and anisotropy dispersion in our films causes the occur-

rence of non-uniform magnetization reversal, which generally

does not occur in highly ordered “perfect” samples. We have

studied this phenomenon by means of Kerr microscopy, for

which we devised a new data extraction and representation

method that allows for a compact and automated analysis of

microscopy images. This methodology allowed us to conduct

a comprehensive study of domain state stability during mag-

netization reversal as a function of the magnetic field angle

and strength for our entire sample series. By means of this

methodology, we observed that domain state stability

increases with increasing the disorder level. While for highly

ordered samples, no stable domain states occur in the entire

field orientation range, samples with larger crystallographic

misalignments present stable or meta-stable non-uniform

states at virtually all field angles, even though intermediate

field angles exhibit the largest field amplitude range of domain

stability. Moreover, we have highlighted the relationship

between the angular dependence of the coercive field and the

existence of reversal domains, because they are not intimately

connected in contrast to what may be commonly expected.

Actually, we find that not in all cases, the coercive field region

is dominated by reversal domains, not even for samples and

field orientations, for which domain states occur at some point

during the magnetization reversal process.
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